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Kossuth. At the ago of eight be was
taken prisoner by the Austriams and
was kepH for a time at the fortress at
Preesburg. Then he was sent to Ka- tlahla, Asia Minor, where he joined
fcis father and together they went to
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Colonel Roosevelt will leave New
at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning, ifee will be at the
capital from 3 o'clock until midnight.
when he is to returfc to New York. '
Mr. Roosevelt confirmed dispatches
from Washington that while there he
would pay hi respects to President
Wilson at theWhlFe House.
York for Washington
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The French embassy here has ask-fthe department to use its Influence
fur protection of the Mexican National
bank at Durango
Directors of the
bank in Mexico City notified the em
were
bassy that constitutionalists
threatening to confiscate coin and mil.
lioa at the Durango branch.
t Through
the Brazilian legation in
-

d

AMERICANS AND. MEXICANS AT Mexico City
day learned
MEDIATION
CONFERENCE

RAFAEL MESQUIZ, AN INSURGENT
REALIZES
LOSS
OF
TIME
AGENT, TELL8 OF PLANS
OF THE "REDS.
THE IRISH MEASURE HAS A MA
tun. WILSON LISTENS WITH INJORITY OF 18? EXCITEMENT
THINKS- - IT IS NECESSARY
TO
El Paso, Texas, May 25. Rafael E.
IS INTENSE
TEREST, BUT GIVES NO HINT
ROAST WILSON
REGIME
Musquiz, Insurgent agent here, expos
OF HIS PROCEDURE
BEFORE REPUBLICANS
ed today what he said wag a plot to
London, My S5.By a vote of 351
to 274 a majority of he
provoke American Intervention, He
house of
A
ELCIERS STOP
FIGHT said that telegrams bad told him of FLIRTING WITH THE G. O.P. commons today pasfjd the. home rule
The movement toward the Texas bor
bill. The end of the hard foiurht
der of groups of "reds," or former
struggle cams qu frtfuddenly, the un
STRIKERS AND
MEN
rebels, who now are serving as fed KEEPS HIS EYE OUT FOR ANY ionists reusinjf .to idebate the Mil
ENGAGE IN BATTLE WITH
TENDENCY OF THE OLD PAReral volunteers. Their intent, ho as
without further infcAiation as to the
ROCKS ftjEAR TRINIDAD
TY TO NOMINATE HIM
serted, was to fire across the border
government's intention
t
at American troops.
Premier Asqulth IBtod a corner of
i
According to Musquiz, one group
the
veil, but thong Andrew Bonar
Washington, May 25. Senator Ken-yoA
25.
Washington, May
progressive
was- headed for Ojtaaga, opposite Prein a Conference toHay with
tomorrow was arranged taw, leader of the (opposition admitoonforenjce
ted that the premier's words were
iqeai Wilson urged1 that Immediate sidio, Texas, while another was re-

TELLS

CITY EDITION

tha Btate department to
that the situation at Guad-

alajara, recently reported threatening
for foreigners, was tranquil and that
there was no danger. Secretary Bryan
said he had no new information from
.
Niagara Falla.
French Colony In Danger
The gunboat Annapolis has been
ordered from Santa Rosalia to the
Taqui' river in response to an appeal
from the French colony at Want Ro
salia for a warship to protect French,
and American residents against, Taqui
Indians, There are 62 Americans, in
the Yaqul valley. It is said the Indians have gone on the warpath without any effort on the part of the Mex-ic-a
regulars- ,to control them.
Discontent in the Yaqul valley
has been reported from Santa Rosalia
which is directly across the gulf ot
California from the mouth of the Yaqul river. The Mexican federals have
adopted an apathetic attitude toward
the Indians, and there are reports
that discontent Is rife among the
Huerta troops.
In asking for an American warship,
the members of the French colony expressed fear that a rising of the Huerta troops against their officers was imminent, and that this would destroy
the last vestige of a policing force to
keep the Indans In restraint.
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Washington tomorrow took on a new ed the house for the third time today
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law whether
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money
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campaign.
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That
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"The whole world seemed to lift up by many of his supporters since his account Of religious hellef or religious agents. This order has been Issued by
federal authorities.
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humanity. , Now especially men desire President Wilson, without waiting for on legislation, on land purchase, old
Complaints have been made by Juan
e
Five indictments and four
MAN HAS A
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peace when clash against clash, nation the formal opeuing of the campaign. age pensions, national insurance, 'la Burns, Insurgent consul at Galveston,
Ottawa, Ont, May 25. From .Hall- - bills were returned by the grand jury
against nation and people against peo- He said a few days ago he desired to bor exchanges, royal Irish constabu that ships leaving that port had been
ple and war may break out as the re-- J keep out of politics as much as pos lary, postoffice and other ..savings carry jng no papers, and that the Huer; rax to Vancouver the ordinary rou prior to the final report. Toriblo Roy- tine" of business throughout the Dom talj the only one of the five men in-- '
SHORT HONEYMOON suit or rivalry daily becoming more sible until after his return from Spain, banks, and friendly societies. ,,, !w, ta
had left Galveston.
jepreseutatlve
was suspended today while the dieted who was under arrest, was
,
bitter.
but recent events have caused him to 1JThti! executive remains invested in ..,.H)..T.".-MylesBritish vice consul inion'
into court and entered a plea
Men of distinction and force are consider the
joined in the celebration of
people
of
into
the sovereign or In nis representative. here, today notified General Carranaa
question
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Day,
FRANCIS KOSSUTH, HUNGARIAN planning for their nations and for hu- the
Empire
members still will be sent on behalf of the British minister at
fray., at oncv xHf has already Forty-tw- o
ment growing out of, a contract for
NOBLEMAN, WAS MARRIED
manity schemes for preevnting the briefly expressed his opposition to the from Ireland to the house of commons. Washington that Oarranza's good of- memory and honor of tie late Queen
valued at $124, Roybal
ON HIS DEATHBED
. calamities of revolutions and the Wilson administration's advocacy of The Judicial committee of the privy fices for the protection of foreign Victoria In all the Anglican churches- 62 goats
not
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ensuring
the repeal of the canal tolls exemption council to give the final, decision as property at Tampito were appreciated.
Charles W. G. Ward Informed the
Budapest, Hungary, May 25k Fran- blessings of peace.
act and to the proposal to ' pay
to the constitutionality, of any act The good order at Tampico was men- ices were held yesterday In keeping;
court that It would be difficult to con
This is a noble project, but their
cis Kossuth, son of the great 'Hungarto Colombia. It is understood passed by the Irish parliament.
tioned In the message. The English with the anniversary.
nect the defendant with the crime.
ian patriot, died here, today. He was schemes will bear little fruit unless be will make his severest attacks on The Irish exchequer to defray the are interested heavily in oil proper'
73 years old. He baa been an invalid they Insure that the precepts of jus- the
'
,, Roybal was released on his own represent administration's foreign cost of the Irish. administration ex ties at Tampico.
cognizance.
I
for many months, and his death" did tice and Christian charity take deep policy and on the operaalon of the cept for reserve i seryloes - mentioned
I
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arrest, their name;, were not
In January last during.' a' Jcrisis In Today the question whether
I
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It has beensuggested to the colonel
The imperial exchequer to payan It was said by Insurgent
made public. They will be brought
liis illness, Kossuth was married on state or civil society be at peace or that by remaining silent he is permit- annual sum to the Irish - exchequer, GcneraCparranaa was.-on- to
h! way
into court at the November term., la
his sick bed to Countess ijsayorsky, m turbulence Is in the hands of "the ting the republicans- to steal a march
Washington, May 25. Senate. Met
at- $ 2,500.300 and eventually, SaltiUo from Durango, and that after
starting
widow of his life long friend.; Such people instead of those of the rulers. on the
fix-sm.
at
and adjourned at 11:07 several of these ciseB Tho district at
six earfO; becoming a permanent pay- a conference with Villa he would proit a
progressives Iry .; getting
office will make an Investiga
had been the wish of Count' Bemyor-ky- , If the people's minds be robbed of the Into the field with their criticisms of ment of $1,000,000 annually.
ceed directly to Saltilla Probably the until 11 a. m. Tuesday, out of respect torney's
in
tion,
preparation for trial.
made on his deathbed, and Kos-tit- h truth Imparted by divine revelation the Wilson "policy.
This suggestion
of memory, of the late Senator Brad
provisional capital will remain at
z'
The appeal case of Ambroslo
and the countess, who intended and if their will be unaccustomed to has had considerable weight with the
of
as
ley
served
Kentucky.
where Carranza once
BRITAIN STANDS PAT
with
fence
oharged
to marry in March, hastened jhe nup- the restraint and discipline of Chris former president and it is not probabreaking,
House Met at 11 a. m.
governor and still is the chief executials when Kossuth"s illness took a tian law, what wonder, if, consumed ble that before he sails for Europe at
Resumed debate on Clayton omni- was dismissed by the court.
London, May 25. The British gov- tive, according to Insurgent claims, un'
The civil case of Alfred Green et ala
turn for the worse.
blind
by
passion, they rush headlon- the end of this week he will fire the ernment, acting contrary to the hopes til his hoped for capture of the na- bus trust bill. ,
,
Browne and Manzanares, Inagainst
Francis Kossuth took Ma. father's lo their common ruin, to which they opening gun. in what Is expected to be held out
reJudiciary committee favorably
by Premier Asquith to a re- tional capital.
land north of Las Vegas, la
volving
place aa leader of the Hungarians are driven by cunning demagogues the hardest fight of his career.
of
nomination
contested
the
cent deputation, finally decided today
ported
con after Louis Gossuth died' In 1904. seeking only their own profit?"
E. tt Moore as marshal for the north- which the defendant filed a demurrer,
Another possible outcome of the not to participate In the Panama PaciConstitutionalists Release Prisoner
was Bet for trial this afternoon.
TJp to the time of his Illness Francis
The passage regarding "men of dis Washington trip is a meeting between fic
Carern
On
Iowa district
Francisco.
Washington. May 1. General
exposition at San
led his countrymen in their political tinction and force planning schemes Colonel
Roosevelt and republican May 5, when a deputation represent- ranza has- ordered the release of an
Progressives called a conference
struggles with vigor and much suc- for preventing the calamities of revo leaders. Reports that such a meeting ing more than half the memben of the agent of Joaquin Armendal?!, a rich with Colonel Roosevelt for tomorrow
SERVICE LAW ANNULLED
cess. H Wa at One time in he cab- lutlons and the slaughter of war and
might take place reached Oyster Bay house of commons called on the pre- Spaniard held by constitutionalists at night.
inet as minister of commerce Of Hun- for ensuring the blessings of peace" today. It became known
Western congressmen appealed to : Washington, May 25. The New
today that mier, he told them the government Monterey and forced to draw a draft
,
was generally interrupted as referring Colonel Roosevelt received a visit late would take the
gary.
question of representa- for $12,000 on Armendaia' who Is In tha president to favor the bill to ex- York state hours of service law w:is
Kossuth was born on November 16, to President Wilson's and Secretary last night from former Senator Albert
tion at the exposition under further the United States. Tha state depart- tend time of payments for irrigation today annulled qBitffXjfX
,J841, and was the oldest son of Louis Bryan's endeavors to preserve peace. J.
ment took up the cas? at the request projects to settlers.
Beveridge of Indiana,
consideration.
1
COi
'
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Niagara Falls, Out., May 25. After
a conference today between the mediators and the Mexican' delegates, It
was- announced that the progress of
the mediation bad reached a most satisfactory stage, the differences over
the manner of Introducing the land
question into the discussion are being
overcome and this point will bo In
cluded in the scope ot the mediation
program. This was stated on. the au
thority of one of the South American
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Where the World's Greatest Battle
Was Fought
Great among the landmarks of the
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the rule, owing to "blackhead dis world stands the Lion of Waterloo on
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,
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baseman of the Philadelphia Athletics, date for the match has been fixed, on- days for even the rough sketch you or dimlnuition of mortalities caused night Wellington, having already heard
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that the outposta :had been engaged,
writes an article entitled "Connie ly to be declared off later at the re- show them!) to the dreadful harvest
by blackhead alone. In all of our ex- went to the ball. Here he found
the
of
Mack and his Mackmen" in which, he quest of one or the other of the fight- of your noxious inspiration.
engineers
expert
engaged
perimental work so far, this mortality
tells many inside facts and stories ers. ' With the battle now clinched for
"Picture the nervous strain on the has been reduced by 40 to 60 per cent Prince of Orange, the man who seem
in
work
to
experimental
produce
bout
great, Philadelphia baseball tomorrow night the fight fans through- wife and babes as they witness th9 ag a result of our new methods of ed fated to cause useless loss of life
electric
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best
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now
his
Even
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tnagnateA .He says that .Mack never cut this section of the country have gradual budding, blossoming, and fruilamp
possible.
through
feeding. I believe It is a conservative
tears dow and always builds up, and been aroused to a btgh key of anti- tion of the horror. How they sadly estimate to say that at least 50 per ought to have 'been at Binche, where
This is the meaning of "Mazda
that he is ingenious In his methods of cipation. Both fighters have conclud- watch the head of the house slowly cent of turkeys hatt-heunder favor the duke promptly sent him, after inService. The Sterling Mazda
inspiring confidence in his men. The ed their work of preparation and are disappearing in a cloud of brambles. able conditions can be raised by this quiring for news.
Far from being surprised at the
Lamp is recognized as the best
"See those outsretched dimpled arms method."
following story taken from the article reported today to toe In excellent shape
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and hear those sobbing
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The editor of Farm and Fireside, in
they have yet produced not
contest, with the weight back to us, Papa!'
"There coioee to me an Incident
the course of an introduction to Doc- sert, the Duke had dispatched his oronly in the quality of the light
ders before he went to the ball, for
"Isn't your pride touched on the tor Hadley's article, writes:
when he 'built Mclnnls' confidence fixed at 133 pounds at 6 p. m.
at 2 a. m, strange sounds broke the
raw when your wife lifts up the door
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bat. By this time Mack was begin- ship tournament of their state asso- tween right and whiskers, hesitate! strutting Toms and plump hens as band were playing their bagpipes to
at a distinct saving in price.
cover- Why add to the strain of family life? the
holidays' approached, were a the swing of the "Black Watch" as
ning to fidget and squirm 'uneasily in ciation. A program of events
wife
for
Even if you have provided your
Note these low prices on the
source of satisfaction, pride and profit they went out to battle through the
his seat, something he always does ing three days has been prepared
Trophies and cash with a vacuum cleaner why multiply
"The fight against the Insidious Namur Gate. Curiously enough, many
when the crisis of a game seems about the tournament.
best electric lamp yet produced:
blackhead disease has been Jong and of the officers were still wearing their
o break. 1 heard Harry Davis, who prizes amounting to more than $500 the .cares of a busy housekeeper?
"Ask yourself if it will add in any stubbornly waged, but one by one the silk stockings and dancing jvumps, for
will be distributed among the winners.
was then captain, say:
to the pleasure of anyone in the former turkey raising experts have the heat was so intense that men went
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older sections of the country, the tur sed by the thought of the awful afterlnnls watching Mack out of the corner and the Care and Treatment of Epi to be ransacked?
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'performance. When It
to putting ginger Into a ball
Detroit manager is
the red-tothe (lass. The Tigers may crack before the close of tbe season, and the
same may he said of the Athletics,
but present indications point to these
two birds as being the ones destined
to furnish the thrillers.
The ,Wblte Sox, Browns and Naps
seem to be outclassed In the fast pace
set by the Tigers and the Athletics.
The White Sox and the Browns show
ed a little something. at the getaway
and then curledi up. The Naps have
not been able to cut In and show any
real pastimlng since 1913. Even by
setting all the clocks forwards a full
hour, Cleveland hasn't been able to
catch up.
The Federal league teams are furnishing a hot battle all along the
Une. The distance "between the first
and last team in the Feds' standing
has been considerably less than the
corresponding positions In either the
National and American league.
Otto Knabe's Baltimore Terrapins
are making the other Fed teams sit
iir and behave. Otto is piloting a
team that looks to be Btrong enough
to hold its own in any company. St
IxhiIb, Brooklyn, Indianapolis, Chicago and lUiffalo are also likely looking teams, with Pittsburgh and Kansas City the weak members.
t

LEAGUES

comes
game

GETTING INTO

STRIDE

;

TEAMS HAVE
VARIOUS
THE
FANS ABOUT
SHOWN
BEST TH7Y CA NOFFER

THE

the exNew York, May
ception of one or two weak, members
la each rganization, the National,
the American and the Federal league
teams are all putting up snappy battles In the hard grind for pennant
honors.
In the National league Sir John
Giants seem
and his
the
to have caught
step, which has
aroused considerable uneasiness In
the breasts of the other National
leaguers, particularly the Pirates. The
Giants may not he able to break any
windows with their hitting, but their
strong pitching corps and the array
of star base stealer are reckoned on
to keep the team up there- - or nearby.
Outside of the Pirates and the
Giants, Charley Herzog's Cincinnati
Reds look to he as strong as any outfit in the old league. Whether
Charley can keep his hired men going at top speed remains to he seen.
If he can. the Reds may prove to be
the crew labeled to scuttle the good
nhips Great White Way and Smoky
Stogie.
From the high hopes of success in
the pennant scramble we fall, and,
''zam," we land) In the dark and
dreary place Inhabited by the Boston
Braves. Several reasons are advanced for the poor showing of the Braves.
Some of the Hub fans declare that the
preseason dope was so flattering that
even the Braves themselves thought
they could make any team in the big
show run out of the yard. Others
claim that the Braves possess a world
talent, but are short on
of high-clas- s
From which it
good ball players.
that the Stallings'
would appear
troupe has been traveling on its reputation and has become careless in
the matter of winning games. However this may be, Manager George is
still on the Job and may yet "show"
Hub fandom.
The American league pennant contest is similar to the race in the National, inasmuch as the Athletics, like
the Giants, got away to a poor start,
tut are now coming along like a scared "dinge" passing a cemetery. Foxy
Connie Mack has the old Philadelphia
machine running1 smoothly and it begins to look as though the team that
tops the hunting will have to trim the
world's champions before they land the
'
yrize.
Frank Chance's Yankees have been
doing nice work. The Washington
Senators will ibear watching at all
times and the Red Sox are no mean
team. But Hugh Jennings and his
Tigers are generally picked as the
.team most likely to overthrow the
Mackmen. Hughie's boys got away
to a swell start and have kept up
their brilliant work. Barring accidents they should give the Athletics
a real run for the championship.
With a bunch, of hitters as classy as
ever lifted a bat, a
twirling crew and several youngsters
who are displaying big league stuff,
the Tigers appear to be well prepared for a hard campaign. Then there
is H. Jennings (himself), who appears

Mc-Gra- w

hard-to-be-

;
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Helping Kidneys
By Clearing Blood

i

p

-

, Sick Headache
Mrs. A. L. Luckie, East Rochester,

was a victim of sick headache
and despondency, caused by a badly
nraobonoH onri Habilitated condition of
her stomach, when she began taking
Chamberlain's Tablets. She says, "i
fnnnri them nip as ant. to take, also mild
and effective. In a few weeks' time
was restored to my former, good
health." For sale by all dealers. Adv.
N. Y.,

'
CALENDAR OF SPORTS
FOR THE COMINK WEEK

'
Monday

Women's metropolitan golf , championship tournament opens at West
Orange, N. J.
Indiana state trapshooting tournament opens at New Orleans.
tennis
Minnesota intercollegiate
tournament opens at St. Paul.
Jim Coffey, vs. Dan Daly, 6 rounds,
at Philadelphia.
Bud Anderson vs. Frank Barrleu, 15
rounds at Vancouver, B. C
Joe Mandot vs. Freddie Welsh, 10
rounds, at New Orleans.
Tuesday
Harvard-Corneiboat races on the
Boston.
Charles river,
t
Launching of the Shamrock IV, challenger f&r America's cup at Gosport,
ll

England.

of WestOpening of
Belmont
association,
chester Racing
Park, N. Y.
Opening of annual bench show of
the Mount Royal Kennel club, at
Montreal.
Willie Ritchie vs. Charley White,
10 rounds, at Milwaukee.
Wednesday
Running of the Derby, at Epsom
Downs, England.
Opening of annual show of the Devon Horse Show association, at Devon', Pa,
Thursday
Mlnnesota-fakot- a
Intercollegiate
track and field meet, at Huron, S. D.
Friday
First day of national intercollegiate
track and field championships, at
Boston.

First day of Missouri Valley conference athletic meet, at St Louis.
Opening of annual show of Tuxedo
Horse Show association, at Tuxedo,
N. Y.

10
Battling Levlnsky vs. Jack Dillon,
rounds, at Indianapolis.
By a Weil-Know- n
George Chip vs. Sailor Petroskey, 20
rounds, at Vernon, Calif.
Remedy.
Jack Britton vs. Soldier Bartfield,
10 rounds, at New York.
Saturday
Second day of national intercollegiate track and field championships,
at Boston.
Second day of Missouri Valley conference athletic meet, 'at St. Louis.
Opening of spring meeting of the
Montreal Jockey club, at Montreal.
.New York Rowing association' re
Most readers will be Interested to more
iu
analysis of urine to
clearly understand why use
on the Harlem river. New York
gatta,
o 8. 8. 8.
in the
bo important,

A Function Greatly Assisted
i

a stimulant
purify tbe blood, Its action ia vessels
that
to the myriad of fine blood
make up the constructive tissues of the
All the blood from all over tbe
kidneys.
body must pass through the kidneys. They
act as testers and
assuyers. And according
to what they allow to pass out in the urine,
both as to quantity and materials, the
health of the kidneys and the quality of the
blood is determined.
The catalytic energy
forced by 8. S. 8. Is shown In the urine.
also
is
demonstrated in the skin. And
It
as the blood continues to sweep through
the kidneys the dominating - nature,, f
8. a 8., acting as It does through all the
venues of elimination, shows a marked
decrease of disease manifestations as demonstrated by urine analysis. This assistance is a great relief to the kidneys. The
body wastes are more evenly distributed to
the.emunctorles ; their elimination is stimulated by the tonic action afforded the
liver, luDgs. skin and kldnevs.
Thus. In
cases ef rheumatism, cystitis, chronic sore
nusKiness
of voice, bronchitis, asthTaroat,
ma and the myriad of other
leflex lndlra-tion- s
of weak kidney action, flrst purity
your blood with 8. 8. 8.. so It will enable
the tissues to rebuild the cellular strength
nd regain the normal health.
S. 8. 8. Is prepared bv Tbe Swift Specific
Co., S27 Swift lildg., Atlanta. O.a., and if
or obstinate blood
you have any
trouble, write to their Medical Dept. for
dppp-spnti- d

zree aavice.

City.
Middle

Atlantic championship tennis tournament at Chevy Chase, Md.
Annual bench show of Haverhill
;
Kennel club, Haverhill, Mass.
Pacifio coast championship epeed
boat races, at Sacramento, Calif.
Five hundred mile automobile race
on. the Indianapolis Speedway.
AT ROME
PRIVATE CONSISTORY
Rome, May 25. The private consist-

ory for the creation of the 13 new
members of the Sacred College named by Pope Pius was held today. The
consistory was attended only by the
cardinals and other high functionaries
of the church. The public consistory,
the elaborate ceremonies of which
of
will be witnessed by thousands
will
take
place Thursday.
spectators,
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ENFORCED

IS SHACKLETON

BY

GERMANY

TO ENGLISH.

MAKE TRIAL

QUALITY NOT

TRIP

HIGH

EVEN THE EMPEROR MUST BUY EXPLORER WILL MAKE CAREFUL
PREPARATIONS
FOR ANT.
HIS PROVISIONS ON THE
ARCTIC JOURNEY
PRECEDING DAY

If the emporor
sausages for his Sunday evening
meal, he can buy them the night before, just like any common citizen,
or else go without The laws reulat- ing sale and delivery of goods on
Sunday apply to the ruler In the same
degree as to his meanest subject.
This is the decision of a Prussian
court in the case of a sausage dealer
who appealed from a fine of $1.25 for
e
laws.
violating the
One Sunday morning, shortly before
10 o'clock, the
hour at which all
shops in Berlin must be closed, the
emperor's private cook telephoned
from the New Palace at Potsdam an
order for sausages for the Imperial
table. The dealer loaded the desired
wares on his delivery wagon and
started for the railroad station. On
was
the way thither the delivery-ma- n
stopped by a policeman, who Inquired
why he was violating the lawu .The
representation that the emperor was
waiting for the sausages had no effect
on the policeman, and the result was
the fine for the merchant
On appeal the merchant set forth
that, his action came under the saving
clause of the Sunday ordinance, which
provides that Sunday orders may be
filled where "their immediate carry
ing out Is demanded by the public Internet" The order of .the emperor"s
cook, he said, was Bu!h a case. The
court rejected the appeal, saying:
'It Is of no consequence tha the
emperor was the customer. The em
peror has no special standing in private trade. It is the business of his
private cook to send in his Sunday
orders in time, just as any housewife
must do."
A discussion in the Reichstag has
Just shown that there Is widespread
opposition in Germany to compulsory
for a change in the present law
!i.
tfinmmidHinn
onmnnftri enuallv of
friends and opponents of vaccination
for the purpose of studying the whole
question, party lines were completely
obliterated, and the motion failed on
ly by a .tie'votei. It was brought for
ward in answer to numerous petitions
for a change In tha uresent law,
which his been in force for forty
years.
claimed
The
that hundreds of cases occur where
health is injured by the practice, and
it was pointed out that the official
health statistics show that 32 deaths
wena thus caused in Prussia in 1912.
They further asserted that managers
of stations for obtaining lymph from
calves have themselves admitted the
impossibility of getting a pure lymph
In all cases. The German law does
not provide for compulsory vaccination, tout tha police authorities have
everywhere construed it as giving
them the right to require vaccination,
and when it becomes necessary they
use compulsion. The representatives
of the imperial health office, however,
said that there were only eight or nine
cases yearly where compulsion was
necessary.
A socialist
speaker claimed that
some parents have been punished five
or six times for refusing to have their
children vaccinated, and some of them
were sent to prison. Hundreds of
thousands of people In Germany, he
added, have to act contrary to their
conscience In having their children
vaccinated, and the example of England, where a conscience clause was
adopted some years ago, was held up
for imitation by Germany. The case
of Italy was, also pointed out as worthy of study; it was asserted that vaccination is no where practiced so extensively as in that country, and yet
no where Is smallpox so frequent. Dr.
Klrchner of the Imperial health office
answered ell thie by displaying a statistical table showing a steady reduction in smallpox cases since the present law was passed.
Berlin, May 25.

de-Bir-

Sunday-observanc-

A unique memorial to great Ger
mans is gradually being built at Gal- tenbaojh near Engelsklrchen, an hour's
ride from Cologne.
The "grove of
heroes" Is the name of the place, and
It la hoped that It will eventually
prove a meoca for patriotic Germans
and perhaps a place of yearly patriotic
gatherings, at which noted men shall
speak and the memory of the illus
trious dead shall be commemorated.
A young farmer named Karl Boeen-ius aet aside a large grove on his
farm and began setting up monoliths
to the memory of the great To date
there are stones for Bismarck, Goethe,
Luther, Theodor Koerner, Ernst Mor- itz Arndt Schiller, Beethoven, Queen
Louise and Frederick the Great
'

TEAM'S

THERE ARE BETTER PLAYERS IN
ENGLAND THAN THOSE COMING TO AMERICA

New York, May 25. With the sail
London, May 25. With the thor
oughness which has always character ing of the English polo team for this
ized his work, Sir Ernest Shaokleton country today the American polo au
it about to make a preliminary trial thorities will be relieved of anxiety
expedition Hinder Arctic' conditions in regarding a situation which at times
the glaciers of Norway. This wil be promise to develop a fiasco la the
for the special purpose of testing the first of the international team conrations for his trip across the Antrac- - tests of the present season of sport.
tic continent, which ho hopes to make Less than ten days ago It appeared as
iu four and a half months time. No though the match was to fall through
party ever started out, without having owingr to the Inability or Lord Wim- food depots, to make such a distance borne to secure a representative team
as that in a stright line, but Sir Er- to compete for the cup challenged for
nest and his men have made special by the Hurlinghame club. Great pressure was brought to bear upon the
preparations for the attempt
They have, with, the aid of the Royal factions whose ietty bickerings
Army Medical corps, evolved the "per- threatened to disrupt the team and the
fect ration." It will average only 35 part which sails today Includes the
ounces daily, as compared with the following players and substitutes:
three pounds or more consumed by Captaiin HI. A. Tomkinson, No. 1:
the average man, but it Is believed it Major T. Y. D. Bingham, No. 2: Major
represents the highest nutritive value F. W. Barrett, No. 3; and Captain
Leslie St. O, Cheape back, with Major
for polar travel.
and Baron
Sir Ernest will be accompanied by B, H. Mathew-Lannowfive members of his staff when he Wimbome as substitutes.
goes to Norway to conduct experi
While thi team is admittedly not
ments with these rations and also test the best combination in England, havhis tents and motor sledges. The par tng been repeatedly defeated by Wal
t will don polar kit and travel among ter S. Buckmaster's four In
practice
the glaciers. While the cold will not games, it Includes players who are
be as intense as in the polar regions, ranked with the leaders of English
the country will furnish the same sort polo. Whether this combination Is
of sudden blizzards as are experienced strong enough to wrest the interna
in the Antarctic.
tional polo challenge cup from the
The party will test the effect and possession of the American defenders
potency of the rations in most detail- is a question which is being argued in
ed fashion. Such an experiment nev- polo circles throughout the two coun
er has been made before.
tries Experts maintain that It is not
Shackleton's new ship, the Endur- as strong as the English team of 1913
ance, has been almost completely fit- and the same contention is held when
ted In Norway and will arrive at the the American teams of 1913 and 1914
London docks this month. She is 18 are compared. There Is no denying
feet longer than his last shlp.Nimrod. the fact that the withdrawal from acr
She Is a beautiful specimen of wood- tive play of Captain Harry Payne
en ship building and probably the last Whitney weakens the Meadowbrook
of her class that will be constructed. four. Furthermore there Is no sub
Her whole keel is made of solid oak stitute now being considered for his
five and a half feet thick, and her place who is within several goals of
sides are two feet thick. She belongs Whitney's' class. Broadly speaking.
to the barkantine class, has the lat- both English and American teams as
est triple expansion engines, and will outlined at present appear to be 30
steam ten knots an hour. She is fit per cent weaker than was the case
both oil and coal. last June, when tha United States
ted to consume
When In the ice, oil will be substituted team won by 10 2 to 7 4 In two
.
for coal, which Will mean economy! straight games.
if she is delayed In the pack as the
Under these conditions much will
Ibe
warm and depend upon team
boliers can
play and the con
full heat generated quickly. When ditions, of the ponies in the final anthe oil has been used the tanks will alysis and in these respects the cup
be filled with water ballast. The En- defenders appear to have an advan
durance will take on 100 'tons of coal tage. The team that Baron Wimborne
briquettes at the south Shetland Is- took to Madrid has been disrupted and
lands, so she will enter the Weddell remoulded less than a month previous
sea with full bunkers. '
to the matches. Whitney's decision
The second ship Aurora, intended to drop out was known months ago,
for the Ross sea side of the expedi- and provision made for the breaking
tion, has been purchased and will he in of a suitable substitute and there is
delivered at Hobart, Tasmania, at the a general impression among pololsts
end of August
that should the American team be deThe Endurance, which is to operate feated In the opening game Whitney
on the opposite side of the Antarctic, would be seen 'in the saddle on the
will leave England early in August for second day of play. So far as the pon
Buenos Aires, whence she will finally ies are concerned it is an axiom of
start for the Antarctic base in Octo- polo that the invading team always
ber. Most of the members of the ex- plays under a handicap in this repedition will leave England In the En- spect
durance but Sir Ernest Shackleton
Despite the handicaps the challengwill travel later by mall steamer, and ing team is not to be lightly considerjoin his ship at Buenos Aires.
ed. According to the English handi
The dogs, which constitute an Im capping system, the four as named at
portant factor in the expedition, are present consists of two top rankers
a cross between a Wolf and a Scotch and two third classification playerst
stag hound, and have been bred in Barrett and Cheape at .ten point or
of limit men, with Bingham and TomkinThe lightest
northern Canada,
them will turn the scales, at 80 pounds son rated at eight points each. Major
whereas the heaviest dog with the Mathews-Lannow- e
is a nine-poilast Shackleton expedition, weighed 45 playe rand Lord Wimborne is rated at
pounds. They have been selected by seven.
The English and American
the experts of the Hudson's Bay com- handicapping systems differ in the repany, and will be under the charge' of spect that while nine ponts is the
one of the most experienced drivers United States limit the Hurlinghame
from Canada, who was chosen by the top ranker ia a ten point player.
commissioners of the North West Therefore, while the Waterbury broth
Mounted police.
ers and Devereux Milburn are nine
The latest appointments to the ex point players la the United States list
peditionary staff are Sir Phillip Lee they are ranked one point higher in
Brocklehurst, who was with Shackle English handicaps. At the present
ton In 1907 and 1909 and who made the time H. C. Phlpps is generally concedfirst ascent of Mount Erebus, and his ed as being the most likely player to
brother Lieutenant Courtney Brockle replace Whitney. He i rated at six
hurst of the Eleventh Hussars. Hun in the United States list Which would
dreds of applications for positions with give the American' team an average of
the expedition have been received.
8
while the English four under
the American system would have an
average of eight, just 4 point below
How's This
the United States four.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
The arrangement of the English
ward for any case of Catarrh that can four
clearly indicates the fact that It
cured
Hall's
Cure
Catarrh
not be
by
will
be
&
CHENEY
O.
stronger on defense than of
CO., Toledo,
F. J.
We. the undersigned, have known fense. The placing of Cheape and
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and Barrett as No. 3 and back respectibelieve him perfectly honorable in all
Is In accordance with the Engbusiness transactions and financially vely,
able to carry out any obligations made lish system of play where the best
players gravitate to the rear line in or
by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE. der to better direct the attack and de
Toledo, O.
fense of their team mates of loss ex
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Interblood
yet reserving the privilege
perience,
the
upon
nally, acting directly
and mucous surfaces of the system of rushing to the fore when the possl
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents bilities appear to favor a score by
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
concentrated attack. All the players
Take Hall's Family Pills for const)
are experienced poloists even though
patlon. Adv.
e.

ipt

not the best four that might be select
list Every
one has an excellent record aa army
team
players,
although
Captain
Cheape is the only member of the
combination who has figured In International cup play. lie was a memDer
of the 1911 and 1913 iCngllsh teams.
1911 four but did not secure an op
portunity to play In the matches of
Major Barrett was a substitute on the
REV. MR. BREESE OF , BARTLE3,
that year.
VILLE, OK LA, HAS HAD NO
Another United States delegate to
PAY FOR SIX MONTHS
the International Athletic Federation
con
Games
and International Olympic
Bartlesvllle,
Okla, May 25.
gress. sails for France today in the
members
of
the Epworth. Methperson of James E. Sullivan, secre
odist
chcurch
failed
to pay him hia
union.
Athletic
Amateur
of
the
tary
back salary, amounting to $40, the
According to Mr. Sullivan the A. A.
H. C. Breese sold the church
U. will be represented at Iyons, France Rev.
edifice
located In West Bartlesvllle.
by five delegates to the International
When
a
gang of workmen appeared
Atheltic federation meeting June 4,
at the church prepared to remove the
and following days, and the American
building a mob of 100 men, women
Olympic commitee by twice that numand children surrounded the church
ber of delegates at the Olympic Games
and threatened the workmen if they
congress at Paris, June 13. These conto remove the building
attempted
ferences, which are those of separate from its foundation.
and distinct organizations, have a diA riot call wa sent to Sheriff Jor
rect bearing, however, on the future
dan, who rushed to the scene and orof all Olympic, and international track
dered the workmen not to proceed.
and field sports. One of the principal Several members of the mob were
features of the I. A. F. schedule is armed with clubs, and it Is said that
the completion of an Olympic games!
e were carrying revolvers, al
program which the federation hopes though the sheriff didn't make a
the Olympic congress will adopt or at search for guns. Guards have been
least Incorporate in Its program for the placed at the church, because the
1915 games at Berlin.
new owner declare he will remove
the building. Further trouble Is ex
Secretary Sullivan said:
"I expect these two meetings to pected.
have a most important bearing on the
When Breese was told of the trouv
future of International athletic compe ble he went to the church this morntition. I know that the general plan ing to admonish his congregation for
for the Berlin games will be adopted their actions. He was threatened and
at the Paris meeting and I hope that ordered from the church and told
it will in' a part at least agree with never to return to the neighborhood.
The Rev. Breese eays the sale of
the program drawn up by the I. A.
F. delegates.
One thing is certain, the church was ordered by the church
howver, and that Is that future Olym- board at the regular quarterly confer"
pic teams will be smaller in number enca. He says the building will have
' ,
to be removed because the cemetery
than in the past.
"Under the proposed plans It will adjoining the church, owned by the
not be possible to enter more than 50 city, is to be extended. Members of
per cent of the athletes who compel the congregation declare they have
ed In Olympic games of the past for a site and intend moving the building,
this country. This means that we will but it Is not to be converted Into a
have to hold more elimination meets residence, as planned by the new
than in other years and, reduce the owner. The Rev. Breese says he has
American team of 1916 to the very received only $16 In salary since last
cream of our track and field talent. November and believes he has not
Athletes like Howard Drew, the sprin been treated fairly.
ter, and Fred Kelly, the hurdler, will
have to forego competing In the broad Dull Feeling Swollen Hands and Feet
Due to Kidney Trouble
jump and other events of a like type
Your
events
if
kidneys need help when your
and stick to their regular
hands and feet thicken, swell up, and
team.
make
the
Under
to
expect
they
feel dull and sluggish. Take Fothe old conditions there was room for you
Pills. They are tonic, stimKidney
ley
men good in seevral evelts. In 1918 ulating and strengthening and restore
It will be the best men In each event your kidneys to healthy normal action.
ana ueo
that will make the team and I am sure Try them. O. G. scnaerer
Adv. 7
2
that even such remarkable perform Cross Drug Store.
coners as Kelly and Drew cannot
A Stubborn Cough Is Wearing and
tinue to compete in several events In
Risky
an afternoon as Drew did at the Penn
a
stubborn
cough "hang on
Letting
sylvania relay carnival and retain in the spring Is risky. Foley's Honeyj
their form for 1916.,
and Tar Compound heals raw lnflam-- i
"The reduction in the size of the ed surfaces in the throat and bron
sore, weak spott
team will also require a change in the chlal tubes makes
sound and whole stops stubborn,
methods of conducting the eliminatearing coughs. Refuse substitutes. O
tions. In place of the meets held in G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Stora
Adv.
various parts of the country, followed
by the selection of the team by a
Start With
committee It will be necessary to hold Most Children's a Diseases
Cold
sec
preliminary tryoua In the various
'
Restlessness, feverishness, an Inflam
tions of the states to be followed by
ed
thoat and spasmodic cough maybe
a final meet at say the Harvard stadwhooping cough is starting In. Give
secand
In
winners
which
the
ium,
Foley's Honey and Tar promptly. It
shall helps the ct.'idren so very much, a.i3
ond men at each preliminary
compete In the finals. In the final Mrs. Shlpps, Raymondsville, Mo, says:
I got fine results from it and It Is
tryout the first few men in each Olym- great
medicine for
cough.'
team
and O. G. Schaefer and whooping
pic event would make the
Red Cross Drug
sril from New York or Boston within Store. Adv.
iwo or three days after the games at
Bubs en be for Tbe optic
'
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ed from the Hurlinghame
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Luncheon has been prepared in a kitchen cooled by an Electric
The fan is DorUble and is now cooling the dming-roomeal in summer and fa perfect
Here you are eating a mid-da- y
g,
comfort.. The thought that outside, on tbe street, the air Is suuoca-tindoes not occur to you or the family.
You only know that you are quite cool, and that everything taste fine.

i

r

v

Fn.

The

G-- E

Electric Fan

serves comfort with every course. Its activities do not cease until yeu turn off the
switch. Comfort becomes a mere matter
of a finger touch.
It is economy in summer to do that which
will bring any relief from Intense suffering
induced by extreme heat. Aeentanhourta
servant.
atrifling'tip"to give this meal-tim- e
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Christian Convention Will
Bring Many Visitors Here
Texas
Following la the program for the New Mexico-Wes-t
9
of the Churches of Christ which will be held here May,

.

M. M.

.Editor.

PADGETT.

RESIDENT OF LOS VIGILES FALLS

Entered it the poatofflce at East
La Vegas, New Mexico tor trana- tolMlom through the United State
palls M tecond class matter.
TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier

While attempting to board, a train
of the night switch engine
and one coachf which .was enroute
from this city to the Hot, Springs,
Jose M. Sanchei, a well known resi
dent of Los Vigiles, a village five miles
north of Las Vegas, was fatally Injured at about 7:30 o'clock Saturday
composed

night

Sanchez suffered the loss of both
a fracture of the skull, two
Dse Week
M
crushed
fingers. Both legs were cut
.65
One Month
off
the knees. Sanchez was ta
above
7.60
One Tear
ken to' the Santa Fe hospital when
Mall
Dally, by
10:45 o'clock.
$6.00 found, and died there at
One Tear (in advance)
The train left Las Vegas at about
$.00
lx Months (in advance)
7.00 7 o'clock and made the trip to the
One Tear (in arrears)
8.75 Hot Springs. On the return trip the!
Month
ix
(in arrears)
train was stopped at the Santa Fe
hospital by Df. IL A. Miller, superin
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
tendent of that institution, who in
GROWER
quired of the engineer as to whether
12.00 the train had run over a man near
One Tet r
i.oo the old power house. The engineer
Wx Months
and train crew knew nothing about
the affair, and stated that no accident
In Advance for Mall
(Cash
had occurred, to their knowledge.
'
,
Subscriptions.)
Dr. Miller previously had been call
Remit, by (check, draft or money ed over
the telephone andf informed
we
not
will
otherwise
erder. It sent
had been injured. ImSanchez
that
fee responsible, for loss.
after
mediately
stopping the train and
on
application.
Specimen copies free
Informing the crey, a hurried trip was
made to the place where the accident
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT was reported and Sanchez was found
EXPIRATION OF TIME
in a deplorable
condition, having
PAID FOR
been lying on the track for about 30
minutes.
the A return trip was made to the hosAdvertisers are guaranteed
tartest dally and weekly circulation pital with Sanchez, but he was unf any newspaper in northern New able to survive the shock. He was 43
years of age and Is survived by two
Mexico.
daughters, both of whom reside In
Los Vigiles.
TELEPHONES
Although reports were scattered
uslnsss Office
Main
about the city yesterday to the effect
New Department
Main
that Sanchez was intoxicated Saturday afternoon and was lying on the
track when he was Injured, an inves- MAY
1914.
25,
MONDAY,
tlgtion showed the story to be untrue
At the time the trip was made to the
A KISSING STltlKE
Hot Springs, dusk had not fallen,
and
the engineer easily could have dis
Lpon the simple theory that broken
are better than broken wln- - tlngulshed the man had he been lying
'.6w, a prominent English suffragist on the track.
Friends of Mr. Sanchez say that he
propoBee that women go on a kissing
fctrike until they are given the ballot was not addicted0 drinking and one
of Losv Vigiles who saw him
j This is a good Idea; barring a few resident
In the, first place, broken In Las Vegas about 5 o'clock says that
objoctions.
jiearis are noi Decter man DroKen win- up to that time he had not been drink
dows. The latter can he made good ing. During his residence in Los Vi
as new, hut a heart once broken Is giles, Sanchez Is reported to have
almost certain to stay, broken a long been a law abiding citizen, and sel
dora, If ever, seen in a drunken con
while.
v
In the second place there wouldn't dltlon.
crew
of the train believe he
The
necessarily be any broken hearts If
women went on a kissing strike. Only attempted to board the train near the
a short time ago an Ohio man boasted old power house, probably wishing to
that he was 40 years old and had catch a ride to his home. He prob
the
never kissed anybody. No man en- ably slipped and fell beneath
coach.
vied him the Job of earning this repThe body was removed to the Las
utation, of course, hut In this hour
establishment
Undertaking
Vegas
of need he is a handy man to refer to.
It can be "did," this living without where it will remain until funeral ar
rangements have been completed.
kissing.
A stilt simpler and more un suraffiliated
All International unions
mountable objection than either of
with the American Federation of Lathese may be presented, however. bor have been asked to send
delegates
Here In the United States some states to a
conference to be held In Indiana-poll- s
For .example,
already have suffrage.
next month to promote the "for
Kansas has It ' plainly' it would be ward label movement"
Impracticable for the women In the
states that already have the ballot to
Join a kissing strike for the benefit
cf their lese fortunate sisters. Not
only would It be impracticable, but it
would also be contrary to human nature for them to do any such thing.
While the Kansas girls'would possi- !bly approve of the Missouri young
women resorting to some such stratOnly when brain and body
agem as this, they would not jois
are properly nourished.
because It would be human nature for
them to want to reap what advantage
they could from the situation. They
Grape-Nut- s
nmnui rpa visions of train loads of
FOOD
young men steaming Into town from
;
Missouri and Oklahoma and Iowa and
Nebraska, and they wouldnt join, .find
made from choice wheat and
the girls from Missouri and ,th ther
and
barley contains all the nutri- -'
state would see the same' vision
would
This
either.
they wouldn't join,
ment of these grains,' and furput the brunt of the fight up to the
nishes In perfect balance the
older married women, and what good
could they accomplish in any such
elements Nature needs for right
.
campaign?
this
as
suggesSo
far
dot,
won't
It
nourishment in the right way..
tion is concerned, the English women
Crisp easy to digest delicimay just as, well stick to breaking
"
windows. Joplin Globe- - ,, '
ous to taste!
'
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ROOSEVELT VISITS WILSON
25. Colonel
May
Washington,
received
by Presibe
Koosevelt will
toHouse
Whiteat
the
Wilson
dent
the
Invited
The president
morrowMr.
colonel to lunch with him. but
Roosevelt telephoned it was impossiHe
ble to reach Washington in time. deword .however, he would be
dur-;- .
lighted to ca!! on the president
r the afternoon.
-
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TUESDAY, MAY 26
..
Afternoon
,
2:30 Devotional Service, led by O. W. Hearn.
m:
to
.
called
Rice.
Convention
order
3:00
by President P. J.
Address of Welcome, D. L. Batchelor.
Response, Hermon P. Williams, chairman of Program Commit- - .
tee.
Convention reports and appointment of committees.
Verbal reports from the churches; x
4:30 Adjournment
..v '"
Evening
7:45 Devotional Service, led by the Y. P. S. C. E.'of East Las Vegas.
8:15 President's Address, "Faith and Missions'" P. J. Rice.
,

,

ROBERTS PREACHES AN IN
SPIRING SERMON TO THE

DR.

COACH ON HOT
UNDER
SPRINGS BRANCH ,
1r

NORMAL

GRADUATES

That the man or woman who best
represents the Ideate of the group
will be. chosen leader, while the per
son who is out of touch with popular
ideas will be a failure in life was the
message given last night to the graduating class of the New Mexico Nor-ma- l
University by Dr. Frank H. H.
Roberts, .president of the institution.
Dr. Roberts' sermon was based upon
the Seventh Chapter of Job and the
Eighth Psalm, which were read by
Rev. Dr. Jacob H. Landau. His sub
ject was "Art Thou the Man?"
Dr. Roberts drew a contrast between Job, whose waitings and la
mentations because of his tribulations
depict the greatest depths of human
misery, and the songs of David, which
are full of praise to ioa tor his mercy
and bounty to all mankind. Dr. Rob
erts said that David represented the
group, while Job spoke only for the
individual.
Dr. Roberts
then contrasted the
group and the individual. He said the
individual is humble,' while the group
is never humble;-- ' It is arrogant He
gave Moses as'iaii "example, telltng
bow humble he was on the mountain
when God appointed him to the lead
ership or the Hebrew people, and how
stroug and forceful he became when
he assumed tKat leadership. Dr. Roberts said the Individual doubts, while
tbe group never doubts. The individual often is a heretic, while the group
never follows heresy. The Individual
frequently is a traitor, while the
group cannot be guilty of treason. The
individual may love, but the group
neveivloves, though it often admires
and Wonders at the attainments of its
leaders. The Individual often loses
his reasqn, though the group, retains
its sanity. The individual dies, but
the group never disappears, j
Dr. Roberta explained his purpose
in drawing this parallel was to dnvie
home the thought that tne Normal
University is treated to express the
group idea, to develop men and wom
en to be group leaders. He asserted
the group is helpless without a leader,
and gave Moses and Napoleon as ex
amplea. The group is constantly look
ing for men to be such leadiers; this
nation has established schools to cre
ate group leaders, because the "beople
are convinced that is the proper way
In which to find such leaders. . Dr.
j
Roberts said the group demands no
more boy and girls than are graduated yearly by the schools. Should the
demand become greater, the number
of graduate
Would increase.
Dr. Roberts, turning to the grad
uates, said:
Art thou the man? Are you like
the ipessimlstic, sarcastic Job? If so,
the people do not want you for a lead
er. Are you like the psalm singing
David? If so, the people want you.
The men who have been successful
leaders have been conspicuous for
honeBty, integrity end harmony with
the beat religious Ideals of their people. The man who Is out of harmony
with the people Is alone and suffers.
The man who would lead must not be
afraid, he must have faith In God and
faith In the people. Art thou the
j,--

WEDNESDAY,

,

GRADUATION
PRESENTS

MAY 27

'
Forenoon
9:00 Devotional exposition of Scripture, E. O. Palmer.
9:30 Preachers' Retreat "The Preacher Himself" P. J. Rice.
Three
addresses with 15 minutes each for discussion.
"Personal Spiritual Life" S. R. McLure.
"Personal Intellectual Life" J. L. Imhof.
"Ideals As a Preacher" J. H. Allen.
11:00 "Lessons Learned in the Service" Frank Talmage.
11:30 Reports of Committees.

2:00
2:15
2:25

Devotional.-

Afternoon,

NEED NOT BE COSTLY

TO BE GOOD.

C. W. B. M. Session

Batchelor.
President's Message Mrs. W. H. Anderson.
Address, ''Christ's Call to the Home" Mrs. Lena E. McCanne.
...
Music.
2:45 Three
addresses followed by discussion.
"What the Missionary Society Means to the Individual" Mrs.
,
O. R. Haymaker.
"How to Secure and Train New Members" Mrs. I. P. DeLong.
"How to Get Missionary Books Read" Mrs. Sievert
.3:30 Conference, led by Mrs. Belle Thum.
"Young People's Work" Mrs. W. T. Hayes.
"Home Department; How Can We Make It a Success?" Mrs.
F. J. Evans.
''' Evening
7:45 Devotional Service, led ky K A. Palmer.
8:00 Illustrated Lecture Mrs. J. J. Beck.
8:30 Address, "The American Mission Field" Grant K. Lewis.

And for the girls you can always find some"

,

thing, to please them

.

THURSDAY,

9:00
9:30

11:00
11:30
2:30

MAY 28

, , ,

This year we hare more presents suitable or
the boys than ever before.

Mrs. D. L.

AT

...

Forenoon
Devotional Exposition of ScriptAire Frank Talmage.
Preachers' Retreat, "The Preacher As a Leader" Hermon P.
Williams.
Three
addresses with 15 minutes each for discussion.
"The Preacher and the Official Board" W. Bedall.
"The Preacher and the Congregation" O. W. Hearn.
"The Preacher and the Community" C. W. Lambert
fT
.
"The Kind of Preachers We Need" Grant K. Lewis. ;
Unfinished business.
...
Afternoon
Bible School Conference.
Four
addresses with 15 minutes each for discussion.
"The Teacher" R. R. Jackson. .
"The Workers' Conference" J. H. Whistler,
,
"The Course of Study" Herman p. Williams.
"Attendance and Discipline" E. O. Palmer.
Adjournment
Evening
x..-- ,
Devotional Service, led by A. C. Osborn.
Address on the Missionary Enterprise Grant K. Lewis..
v
FRIDAY. MAY 29
v ,i
Forenoon
....
Devotional Exposition of the Scriptures P. J. Rice.
Preachers' Retreat, "The Preacher and His Relation to World''
Interests" Led by Grant K. Lewis.
Three
addresses with 15 minutes each for discussion. ,1
"The Men and Millions Movement" J. H. Shepari
... ,
' "
'
"The Budget Plan" Mr. Bamette.
; 11
" ' '
"The Every Member Canvass" A. C. Osborn.
;
Business.
r
Afternoon '
:''.
Good fellowship meeting, testimonials and prayers. Jo H.
'
Allen, Leader.
'
5
.. j
Adjournment sine die.

TAUPERT'S
Hare you seen the new Leather Novelties?

,.;

iM'aJr-i&'-

Aa

.

4:30
7:45
8:15

-

i

.

.

9:00
9:30

and butchers $8.108.25; lights
8.20; pigs $7.257.90.

heifers

Cattle, receipts 6,000. Market steady to strong. Prime fed! steers $8.40

steers $7.508.40;

9; dressel beef

IBS; stockers

and feeders

$6.508.25; bulls $67; calves

$6.50

10.50.

Sheep, receipts

10,000.

Market stea-

dy to 10 cents lower. Lambs

$79.25;

western steers $7.258.70;. southern yearlings $66.75; wethers $5.50
steers $6.508.25; cows $4.507.50; 6.50; ewes $4.255.75.'
w

...

'

11:00
2:30

("

'

.

. WIDOW GETS IT ALL

Washington, May 25. The will of
Charles W. Post of Battle Creek,
Mich., who died at Santa Barbara,
Calif., on May 9, filed here today for
probate leaves the bulk of an estate
estimated at 120,000,000 to the widow,
Mrs. Lelia Y. Post, and a daughter
Marjorie Post Clost
The stocks, bonds, and other per
sonal property of the estate was estimated at about $18,000,000. Mr. Post's
property at Rockerldse, donn., one-hal- f
his Texas estate, the Marjorie
Block and Enquirer buildings in Bat
tie Creek, 25 per cent of ail the pai
sonal property, aside from the build
ings in Battle! .Creek, and one Jialf
the latter, were left to the daughter.
Mrsv Post inherits all other real estate at Battle Creek, in Santa Bar
and in Texas, the remainder of
bara
man?"v
in the Battle Creek comthe;
holdings
Dr. Roberts said the- Normal Univer25 per cent of remaining
and
panies
sity tries to teach the young men and
women what the group the sovereign personal property.
people would have them know, and
BETTER PAY ADVOCATED
to do what the people would have
thousand
Chicago, May 25. One
them do, in order that they may be
sent out of the school 'equipped for a dollars as the minimum salary of a
service a humanity thai will make Presbyterian minister was advocated
the people cry out "Thou art the today before the general assembly of
the Presbyterian Church in the United
;
man."
States that men whose life had been
Dr. Roberts concluded :
"Let these young people go forth spent in the pulpit might pass their
realizing that they are the chose declining years In comfort The plea
ones, with integrity and nobilltv of was made by Rev. Murdock McLeeon
character to do the will of the people of Tacoma; Wash., chairman of the
l
;.
committee on ministerial relief.
and
of God."
A plan to conserve and unite the
The baccalaureate services " were
held In the Normal auditorium and religious forces In small communties
central
were largely attended. The opening by the establishment of,
prayer was made by Rev. Norman church in places of less than 1,200 in
Skinner, pastor of the First Presbyter- habitants was also broached and re
ian church. Dr. Jacob Landau, spirit- ferred for report at the next general
ual director of Temple Montcficre, assembly.
read the scripture lessons and Rer.
John Lee Imhof, pastor of the First
"SHOOT THE KING"
Christian . church, pronounced the
London, May 25. Shouts of "shoot
benediction. Miss Marguerite Clux-toa
head of the department of instru- the king" tilled a hall in wWch
mental music,, played a piano solo, meeting of the Woman's Social and
"Rioordati" by L. M. Gottuchalk, and Political union, the militant suffragthe Normal Glee club, directed by ettes organization was held this afterMiss Cornelia Murray, Instructor in noon. Every mention of King George's
art and vocal music, sang three an- name was greeted with angry derision
thems, "As Pants the Heart," "Lift and prolonged hissing.
Up Thine Eyes" and "Once Again the
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Day Hath Flown." The music was
particularly appropriate and enjoy-- New York, May 25. The market
closed heavy today. The brief period
,

.

--

the-wil-

,

f

n,

oonventloa
.incluBiva;

26-2-

of activity and better prices resulting
from the supreme court decision soon
gave way to: a resumption of idleness;
for the most part the net changes were
unimportant The last sales were:
75
Amalgamated Copper ... .
American Sugar
107
Atchison-.- '
165
Reading
93
Southern Pacific
Union Pacifio
157
United States Steel
67
110
United States Steel, pfd....

...;.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE

Chicago, May 25. Perfect weather
condition for ripening the wheat crop,
which is now near to harvest In Oklahoma and Kansas, more than offset
today unfavorable advices from other
states. Strength was maintained on
ly In the May option, in which speculative trading had come nearly to a
Most of.the transactions
standstill.
were In the new crop, delivery. Prices
cent off to
cent up, and
opened
then suffered a material setback.
There was an unsettled close, U
lower to
advance, compared with
Saturday night
Argentine advices that promised an
enlargement of exports had a weakening effect on corn prices here. Demand was of a scattering character.
cent lower, the
to
After opening
market showed but little power to' react The close was nervous varying
net advance.
down to
from
;
Continued dry weather east of the
Mississippi made bats relatively firm.
Weakness of other grain, however,
prevented "the bulls from being aggressive.

Provisions declined with hogs. First
sales were 2 to 10 cents lower, and
there was no sign of any improvement The closing quotations were
!"
V
7 ; :
aa follows:-.'- '
.Wheat. May
July 87.
"Jorn, May
July 67.
Oata,,May 42; July 38.,.,
.

97;
70;

Sept $19.82.
July
Lard, July $9.87; Sept $10.05.'
Porte.

Ribe, July $11.20;
KANSAS

r

-

$20.10;

;

-

'

Sept, $11.80.

CITY LIVE. STOCK

Good Night
gLEEPY and ready for bed. The girl
who has been wearing Warner's
RustProof Corsets all day almost feels
a pang of regret that she is to take
them off.
Their comfortable, pleasing support does much to
keep the wearer fresh and cheerful.!1 There is no
binding, pinching or riding up. They mold and
fit with glove-lik- e
smoothness, and the sturdy Serubber
button
hose supporters keep them
curity
snugly in place without the least necessity of lacing
tight. In fact, they are particularly adapted to the
present style that fashion demands the fullness
of the natural figure.

!

If corset comfort sounds attractive to you, why not try one
'
of our Warner styles? s-

'

...-.-

-

$! to $5 Per Pair

-

.

TH

j3torh of Quality".

'

-:
?

t.

Kansas City, May 25. Hogs, receipts 8,000. Market lower. Bulk $8.05
8.25 heavy $8.208.27;
packers
.'

E. Las Vegas- -

N.M5

rivt
Mrs. Joseph Danziger left this af
ternoon for her home m Rosweli,
where she will visit her parents for

PERSONALS

SUGGESTS

sometime.
J. H. Pierce, formerly located at this
Paul Moody of Denver was a com- city and connected with the Santa
Fe Railway company at that. time, is
mercial visitor In the city today.
to visit hia daughter,' Mrs. Arthur
waa
a
ll'annon
of
J. E.
Albuquerque

Langs ton, for some time.
Miss Willie Mae Culberson, accom
panled by Mlsa Lucy Culberson, arriv
ed In the cjty last night from Portalea,
and will remain here during the sum
mer attending the Normal University.
Pryor Tlmmons, principal of the
schools at Portales, arrived in Las Ve
gas last night and will remain here
during the summer attending the Nor
mal University. Mr. Timmons at
tended the Normal here last year.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard F. Hays will
leave this evening for the Pacific
coast where they expect to remain for
the next few months. They will visit
their non at Portland, Ore., and also
vlst in different parts of California.
Chesley Thomason, assistant principal of the city schools at Capltan, N.
M, and a graduate of the New Mexico Normal University, arrived In the
city last night and will remain here
the
during the summer, attending
summer session.
Miss Mabel Hull, instructor In Spanish in the high school, left last night
for her home In Houston, Tex., where
she Intends to remain during the summer. Miss Hull will return to this
city at the opening of the school
term in September.
H.4 L. Green, president of the National Biscuit vicomipan&V' will pass
through"' Las Vegas this; evening on
traln'No. 2 enroute from California to- He Is traveling In private
Chicago.
Pullman "Zaza."
W. B. Shellabarger of Chicago, son
of E. F. Shellabarger, the man who
is now completing arrangements to
take over the big Hand irrigation project north of this city, left yesterday
afternoon for Santa Fe, where he will
be for two weeks on a pleasure trip.
Mr. Shellabarger has been in this city
for the past two weeks. He will re
turn.

business1 visitor In tie city today.
W. V. .Long xt El Paso, Tex., waa
a business visitor In this city today.
Jack McNeill of St. Louis was a
fcuslnesa visitor in the city today.
A. C. Boeres of Phoenix, Ariz., was
a business visitor In the city today.
Mike Lujan of Santa Fe waa a vlsltr
or with friends in this city yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel D. Maes ot
Maes, N. M., were visitors In the city
today.
Mr. and Mrs. John McNlerney ot
Koclada were visitors in Las Vegas
yesterday.
A. Z. smith of Great Bend, Kan.,
waa a commercial visitor in Las Vegas today.
W. H. Ellis of Dallas, Texas, arrived
In Las Vesas last night for a brief
busness visit
C. Basserman of Pueblo, Colo., came
In last night for a short business visit
in this city.
hat firm
Ed Stern, representing.
of St Louis, Mo., was a business victor in the city today.
Bias Sanchez of Wagon . Mound
came in Saturday evening for a several days' business visit.
P. S. Pearson of Lawrence, Kan.,
arrived In the city last night for a
few days business visit
R. R. Larkln left last night for an
extended business trip over the southern part of the state.
Charles E. Doll, a well known commercial man, was a business visitor
in this city today from Santa Fe.
Miss Agnes Ackerman of Albuquerque arrived in the city last night for
a seevral days visit with friends,
j
R. E. Baer, connected with the Remington Typewriter company, was a
luslness visitor In the city today.
E. A, Allen of Mora came In Saturday evening and .will be a business
visitor In this city for several days.
J. B. Nisberg of Chicago arrived In
Las Vegas last night and will be a
business visitor here for some time.
C. H. Kemp of Apadra, Ark., arrived
In Las Vegas last night and will remain here for sbme time as a visitor.
Colonel R. E. Twltchell left yesterday afternoon for Santa Fe where he
will be,.oft,businesB for the next two
days.
L. a.' 'SchaeferY representative for
4he American Lead Pencil company,
was a business visitor In Las Vegas
today.
Harry Shroeder, representative for
the Colonial Insurance company, was
a business visitor in the city today
from Denver.
Herman- - Ilfeld left this morning, accompanied by Tony Ungaro, chauffeur,
for Pastura, N. M., where be will be
for a, short time on business.
!W. J. Lewis of Emporia, Kan., arrived in Las Vegas yesterday and will
le a business visitor here , for a short
tlmtj.," He Is a railroad contractor.
jjphn Pugh and Jack Long, both connected with the Las Vegas Motor Car
company, left this morning for Albuquerque on a short business visit
Mrs. A. M. Lynch left last night for
Los Angeles, Calif., where she will
Temaln during the summer. Mrs.
Lynch is Mrs. Charles A. Spiess' moth--e-

f-

.

NORM L

WORK

FOR THE

Ther clasg"play of the class of

"A. B. C. lu

.Members of the Women's club,
which had charge of. the work of the
Civic Cleaning league,, say that the
cleaning campaign being carried on by
the city does not require the assistance of any organization.

STEAMER

HITS AN ICEBERG
THE ROYAL

EDWARD HAS NARROW ESCAPE 110 MILES
EAST OF CAPE RICE

the blow, and she was making a
little water iii the forepeak. The cap
tain declared ' the' damage was not
serious, but it would be necessary to
dock on her arrivel In England. A lat
er message says the Royal Edward is
making no water, but has been
brought to a stop in the fog. Neither
of the messages is dated.
ed by

25.- -

'

;

Montana and Idaho now have
day for Working "women.

nine-hou- r

Fancy Dancing by First
Class Artists at Browne
.

1

;'-f

TOO LATE Tfr CLASSIFY

terday.

uU.it

Mrs. Secundino Romero, accompanied by Mrs. J. A. Roach, returned yes FOR RENT
brick house, bath
.
afternoon from El Paso, Tex.,'
electrlo lights, range. $15
terday
toilets,
,
.... for
ma lira nave 4Deen Visiting
wnere .1.
Investment anJ Agency Corthe $ast several ' weeks.
poration, Main 40. 603 Lincoln Ave.

I

.'

Si

National

MOST

League
W.

,.20
Pittsburgh .
New York
.....16
CincinnaU .
19
17
St Louis
13
Brooklyn .
..14
Chicago .
Philadelphia . A. i:,..'.ll1
Boston . ......:A....!7

-

!

A

mr
;

Detrbit . ..
Washington
Philadelphia

21
.

I

yu

I
I
I

I

Powder.
alwayt turn oat well, to it must
baking powder."

r

4
:

1

srw.
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s

j
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I
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-

i
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i
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is renllv a Mnr4 rf trmm VatMncr rmXH4r tsnm rt
starts to raise as soon as moisture is added. The
other is inactive until heat is applied This sustains
the raise until your muffins, biscuits or cake is done.
K C Baking Powder costs less than the old
fashioned quick acting kinds, yet you need use no
more and it is superior to them in every way.
62
Try a can at our risk and be convinced.

pet

GRADE
PUPILS WHO WILL BE NORMAL
FRESHMEN NEXT YEAR TAKE
PART IN PROGRAM

"VIRGINIAN

ton

Chicago-Bos-

.

Chicago
James, Tler and
Humphries, Pierce and Bregnahan.

Batteries:

....'.,,,.....3,

Borwn and.

Hartley;

Western League
At Omaha
,
Omaha .
Wichita
Batteries: Closman and
'
Perry anJ Qranam.

Ginger Blue
Dr. Galen
Captain Rifle
Charles
O'Leary

MUMMY"

4

Caldwell Archibald
Robert Zingg
Ben Strickfadden
1
Max Ilfeld
Frederick Moore
Neva Chambers

.

Lucy

TANGO DANCERS.

the Peruvian whirl will be among the
dances that will be presented. Doubt
lees many of the younger folk and
older people too, will make a rush for
the theater this evening to view these
dancee, which have transformed the
terpsichoreaa art into one complete
whirl of steps.

Western League
Denver at S6, Joseph.
Lincoln at Des Moines.
Topeka at Sioux City,
Wichita at Omaha, '
American League
Chicago at New York.
St Louis at Philadelphia.
Detroit at Washington
Cleveland at Boston.
National League
Boston at St Louis.
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh.
New York at Chicago.
Philadelphia at Cincinnati.
Federal League
Kansas City at Buffalo.
St Louis at Baltimore.
Chicago at Brooklyn,
Indianapolis at Pittsburgh.

j

i

The British Trade union congresa
Levi Madrid Is to meet this year in Portsmouth.',

ummer

.,

3
1

.9 12

.15

i

Crosby;

,

..8

12

1

3

5

1

,'.
'..

,.

(

R.H.E.
5
7

7

4

9

S

CALIFOllAANDIIiaii
Tickets on sale

Jane 1st. to Sept. 30th, 1314

,

King and Block; Thom-

Los Angelea or San Diego, via Santa Fe or El Paso

R.H.E.
4

9

1

5

9

0

OF FESTIVITIES
Princeton, Ind., May 25. Princeton
began the celebration of ita one hun
dred th anniversary with religious. cer
vices yesterday and today entered up
on a week of festivities. For a rear
the citizens have been preparing for
the event and their efforts promise
now to result in one of the most notable celebrations of its kind ever held
in Indiana. Hundreds of visitors are
expected to attend during the week.
.

Los Angeles or San Diego, via Denver, Colorado Spring:
lo and Salt Lake, in either direction -

Pueb

rzz.

Sua Francisco, via above routes .
.
m
San rancisco
I
San Francisco, via Portland or Seattle in either directio
$7
i
San Francisco On special days and for shorter limit to route
can be used for
ir.

Make your trip complete by a visit to the Grand Ca! on of
Arizona. Side ride from W'iU.ams, Ar;z, for
Tickets are first clasj
information at ticket

D. L.

f

-

sevenno Tnijmof

R.H.E.

Collier, Kineella and Ha
ley; Soroggias and Refcor,

MOTTO AND VON,
Tonight and tomorrow night Las
Vegans will haver an opportunity of
viewing the real tango as danced at
Hammerstein's New York, when Motto and Von, two dancers formerly
with the Evelyn Nesblt Thaw tango
dancers, will perform.
The Brazilian one-stethe heslta- Hon waltz, the Argentine tango and

TODAY'S BASEBALL

Mul-len- ,j

Batteries:

WK

Lena Langston
Emilie Baqa
Kitty, her daughter
Mrs. Brown, her most intimate
friend
Luella Condon
Mrs. Martin, a middle-agewoman
with ear trumpet Milllcent Fisher
Mrs. Lawson, a rather "sporty" sub1
urbanite
Ruth. Turner
Mrs. Page, another suburbanite
Audrey Summerlia
Mrs. Mountstuart, a rich New York
woman
Ida Harper
Mrs. Jenkins, Sr, Mrs. Jenkins'
mother-in-laCorrlne Mosalmaa
Ellen, an Irish maid Emma Pettine
Mary, a waitress
Josephine Lopes
Place: Elindale, New Jersey suburb.
The students of the Normal Eighth
grade are Audrey N. Summerlia, Josephine C. Lopez, Neva V. Chambers,
Lena E. Langston, Emilia Baca, Ruth,
Turner, Emma S. Pettine, Mary U
Corrlne L. Mosslman, Ida
Condon,
Harper, Ben N. Strickfadden, Max L,
Ilfeld, Henry C. Archibald, Milllcent
H. Fisher, Robert M, Zingg, W. Frederick Moore, Severino Trujillo, Jr.,
and Harry Mossiman,
The guests of honor who will be
present at these exercises are Mrs.
Johanna R. VoHmer, Dr. H. M. Smith,
Miu
John W. Harris, Mr. . William
Springer and Mr. Eugenie Romero.

R.H.E.
,

t.

as and Schang.
At Des Moines
Des Moines
Lincoln

the

rOWPtlv

L

,

the hostess

Mrs. Jenkins,

d

a

Batteries:

-

m the baking powder. To make muffins, cakes and pastry rich
afid moist, yet light and feathery, a modern double acting baking
powder must be used one that will give- off leavening
gas in the
even as well as in the mixing bowL

m

.500
.600
.484
.412
.290

,

s;'

(

...
n
n.
OAIUNG

FOR EIGHTH

,720
Baltimore
,.Vtr,18-,-- 7,
This evening at the Normal Hall
Buffalo . ......... r.,14 1$, fb538
15
St. Louis ,..'.,,,...16
.,.516 the commencement exercises 'of the
.600 Eighth grade of the New Mexico NorBrooklyn
...12.,"12
.484 mal University will be held, beginning
15
16
Chicago
15.444 at 8 o'clock.
12
,
Indianapolis
18
14
.483
Kansas City
The exercises will Ibe of an inter11
18
.379 esting nature, and the pupils of the
Pittsburgh .
Eighth grade have planned to finish
Western League
their year's work in real commence'
..... W. U Pet ment style.
.656
Denver
....21 ' 11
A large attendance is expected. The
.613
12
St. Joseph ...',,......19
program ia as follows:
.588
Siuox City ..,.,,.......20,,- - 14
Music, "The Happy Miller" ...Veazie
.484
16
Des Moines ...........15
Mixed Chorus
.484
.15
Omaha
Rev. E.
Anderson,
Prayer
.'16
.471
Lincoln
18.
Music, "Dimples".
Herman
J!Q'
.394
Wichita
,13
Grade Orchestra
Eighth
23
.324
.11
Topeka
"A Lunch in the Suburbs," a farce
Helen Ludington.
Eighth Grade Cast
Piano Solo, "Mountain btream" .
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
Sidney Smith
Ida Harper
4
Duet, "Humoreske"
Dvorak
National League
Lena Langston, Neva Chambers
,
At St. Louis
R.H.E.
White
Virginian Mummy," farce
New York
,.;.8 11
Eighth, Grade Cast
14
St. Louis
Veazie
Music, "Fairyland Waltz"
Batteries: Tesreau, Marquard and
Chorus
Meyers, McLean; Perrltt, Grlner, Rob
Presentation of Diplomas Dean
inson and Wingo, Roche.
Frank Carroon,
R. H. E.
At Cincinnati "Our
Bigelow
Brooklyn
..,,, ........6 1,, 0 Music, Eighth Director"
Orchestra
Cincinnati
....... .2 6,06 Benediction Grade
Rev. J. L. Imhof.
Batteries: Allen and, .Miller; Ben
The casts of the two farces are as
ton, Douglass; Adams andjClark, Gonfollows:
.

Mine

?

q on d on

ACOMfkltNCEMENI

.636
.600
.593

Batteries: Doyle and Crisp; Brown,
Holmberg and McAllister,.
:. ;

l

V77

12

Federal Ctafltft

fi
te

Pet

"!t..w3iV

At St Joseph
Denver.
St. Joseph

i
mahe Much deli
muffins) Mine are alvoaye to dry.
And If I make the tatter thin the fall.
How do
doit?".
.

U

Boston .
......715
St Louis
Chicago .. ....V!;..?.1!?9 ':20
9
2
Cleveland
'. ' i

Qm ?ifm

"A LUNCH IN THE SUBURBS?

New York

Batteries:

V

'I..-

cioat

19

:..:r;r.is: t5T

Topfcka ,

I

.4S1
.424
.423
.269

scnooimaster
.
Federal League
Patient
' gl(,
At Indianapolis
.
TRlH. E.
9 14 2
St. Louis
7 4
Indianapolis .

v.

"I make them r
tihntti n ttn An
only I ate K C Baking

18

VJOOD

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

.714
.615
.576
.486

.

14
19
"
" l'S

W.

At Sioux City

I

Pet

8

American Leagua

Sioii City

"Hma. do poa

L
10
14 J

on Time and Savings Accounts

FOR YOUR MONEY

Moseley and Rariden.

"Tell Me the Secret"

V.,

We Pay 4

go a HEAT
Lmno

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

At

A

...

Cordial Welcome to All Visitors

We Pas ZJo on Checking Accounts

zales.

h
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Make This Bank Your Bank.
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is to be given' tomorrow evening at
the Duncan' Opera house, undoubtedly
will eclipse all other plays of that institution, Judging from the progress
of the final rehearsals, which have
been conducted regularly the past few
days.
The play is full of interesting events. A type of man, peculiar though
humor and yet bringing the serious
ence to be changed into another type.
During the course of this regeneration many other characters, full of
huumor and yet bringing the serious
side of life to bear, appear. The interest begins from the first and la
continued throughout the entire play.
J '
Miss Mabel Baldwin has been awarded the leading role, and Judging from
reports she will do justice in every
Way to that honor. Tomorrow night's
performance will be the firsf appearance of Miss Baldwin in thisclty.
Frank b!"h. Roberts, Jr. a .young
man with ability In amateur theatric- ad work, will be one of the leading
characters in tomorrow night s per
formance, while Frank Landau, e
ly talented, also will appear in tb
play.
The ticket sale was started last Sr
urday and up to this afternoon an un
usually large number of seats had
been sold. The indications are that
the attendance will exceed that of
the High school play last week; and
the High school drew a big crowd.
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of the New1 Mexico Normal University, "A Bachelor's Romance," which

'

The steamer Royal Edward of the Canadian Northern
HOW DID PAT SPEND
Steamship company, collided with an
Iceberg 110 miles east of Cape Race
LITTLE RAHEOFF? while
on her voyage from Montreal to
Avonmouth. The captain, in a wireless message to the owners today, deRAILROAD COMMIS
CALIFORNIA
scribed the dceberg as a very large
SION LOOKS INTO MILLION
one and eaid that the steamer struck
GRAFT
; DOLLAR
while going "dead slow" in
it. end-o'
a
dense fog.
y
San rFanclsco, Calif May 25. It
The Royal Edward's stem was twist- was announced from the offices of the
California railroad commission that an
investigation would be begun this
weok to determine, what disposition
actually was made of $1,096,000 with
drawn by Patrick Calhoun from the
funds of the United Railroads of San
HiSj
Francosco, ostensibly for Investment
'i
In the Solano irrigated farms project.
The commission eaid the Investigation
would ba extended to other financial
operations of the company during the
presidency of Calhoun.
Jesse W.Lllllenthal, now president of
the United railroads, in a statement
Issued today, said he had made futile
search for the books of the company
prior to 1913 and believed they had
been destroyed. The books were sup
posed to have been shipped east some
time after the conclusion of the San
Francisco graft trials, Involving Patr
'
rick Calhoun and other officiate of the
A. W. Wiest Mrs. M. Paltenghe, company;- When LHlierithaf succeed
'.
.
Miss Theresa Mathews1,' Miss Marvel ed Calhoun as president, he went east
Lewis and Miss Connell, all of Wagon to trace them, but failed.
Mound, were visitors in the city yes-

v

Ita constant and steady growth Is conclusive evidence that its effort are appreciated by the
banking
public. Hundreds of aatisfled customers are now on our books, but there la aAple space for more We endeavor to give our patrons the best of banking service in all lines. Ask the man, woman, firm or
corporation that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY.

"

'
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SENIORS HAVE WORKED
HARD IN PREPARATION
FOR
"BACHiLdR'ft ROMANCE"

The Optic has received the following communication from a booster
who hides behind a nom de plume:
"To the Editor of The Optic, Sir:
"I came into your fair city about a
year ago and waa forcibly struck by
its neat appearance, and on asking
why it was so, was told that a society
was in existence called the "Ladles'
Civic Cleaning League," to whom all
credit was due for keeping the city
clean and for which I am sure they
deserve the greatest praise. Now I
have a suggestion to make. Why not
bring the league to life again this
splrng? As your worthy mayor has
asked all citizens to begin a cleaning
campaign as soon as possible, it
seems to me that if the ladies would
take hold as they did last year it cannot be anything but a success. ''

London; May

Since Its organization this Bank has consistently and constantly devoted ita efforts to the
upbllding of

a safe and conservative, banking institution.

THE
'

TRUST CO.

(Si

PAID IN CAPITAL. $114,220.00

DANDY

"A. B. C." WANTS TO KNOW WHAT
HAS BECOME OF CIVIC CLEAN- INQ LEAGUE

:

PEOPLES BANK
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WIND FROM FAST
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DANGEROUS

WANT

SCIENTIST CLAIMS ONE DOES NOT

i

,

HAVE TO BE HIT IN ORDER
TO BE KILLED

Laurent, of Brussels
read recently before the French. Acad
emy of Science.
M
Iaurent declared that several
cases had come under his notice dur
ing the Balkan wars of Boldiers who
cerebrospinal
showed symptoms o
disturbance, though they had no wound
nf anv kind. The symptoms were
tainting, a tingling sensation and even
partial paralysis, in the more seri
ous cases the victims became cata--leiitin. Sometimes dcuth, resulted. In
the latter cases amoves were per
formed which tailed to show any nerv
ous lesions. It then appeared to Professor Laurent that Hie vibrations of
air produced by the passage of a
ball and the suddeu variations of at
mospheric pressure affected the nerve
ol
nulla Hurl caused the Dhenomena
inhibition. Professor Laurent recall
ed that during the war in Manchuria
Dr. Matignon had also observed nerv
ous inhibition produced by cannon
balls. Since the speed of modern pro
jectiles haa been increased and they
have become more important to war
fare. Professor Laurent looks to a
larger number of cases of the kind
Indicated during conflict
by Professor

TOR

CLASSIFIED

RESTAURANT

CHAPMAN

LODGE

NO. 2. A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday nlflt
munication first and O. R C. ball, on Douglas avenae (j
third Thursday
in 8 o'clock.
Waiting member art tea
aril month. Visiting dtally welcome
J. C. Werti. Free)
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Bunler. Secretary; L ft
M. Cary, W. M H. 8. Van Bally, Treasurer

vited, uuy
Petten, Secretary.

ADVER

TISEMENTS

F. O. E.

Meets first and third .Tieday evenings each month at Wee
men hall. Visiting brothers cordis
ly Invited to attend. C. N. Douglaa
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t.
Five cents per line each Insertion.
tS KNIGHTS TEMPLAX Reg-- .
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a Una.
Tvea-br-- "
No ad to occupy lee apace than two
Ayk ilar conclave
Ma-la
each
at
meat
day
nea
All edvertliementa
charged
sonlo
7:30
at
m.
Dr.
H.
Temple
p.
will be booked at apace actually act
M. Smith, EvC.; Chaa. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words.
'
corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

East Bound
Arrive
4.

Us

4. Meets every Mondar event
at
their hall on Sixth street All visitlnebrethren cordially invite to attend,
J. Frledenstlne, N. Q.: A. T. Rogers
V. O.; T. M. Elwood.
Secretary Karl
Werta, Treasurer; C, V. Hedgcock,
CARNATIONS and wreaths for Dec
cemetery Trustee.
oration Day at Tbnrnhill's. Phone
Purple E352.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
100 BUFF ROCK CHICKENS $10.
month Elks" tome on Nlnta etreet
50, $5.50; 25, $3.00.
Cash with or-- and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
der. Will treat you right. Mra are
cordially Invited. Wm. K. Spring
Maggie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kans. er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
FOR SALE White Leghorn eggs
75o per setting. A. M. Dearth, 316
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-ITY- ,
i
National avenue
COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets In
O. R.
hall, Douglas avenue, on the
first and third Tuesdays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knighta and
Ladies always welcome. O. I FreeWANTED
Good girl ' for general man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
housework. Mrs. H. G. Coors, 520 Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Washington Ave.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth etreet East Las Vegas, N. M,

NUMBEK, MAIN ft.

For Sal o

The most important fact brought
out by the 1914 elections for the
chamber of deputies is the slow but
decided progress made1 by socialism
This is all the more significant be
cause the body of the French people
is intensely conservative and clings
to existing things tenaciously. In eight
years the socialist vote has increased
In the elections of 190G,
by 520,772.
the party received 877,999 votes; this
figure was Increased to 1,110,501 in
1910, and this year the socialist candi
dates polled altogether 1,398,771 votes
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
The total number of votes polled belight housekeeping. 921 Lincoln,
vote
socialist
the
ing 8,328.876,
amounts to a little over 16 per cent.
FOR RENT Desirable residence, five
rooms kitchen, toilet, bath and oel
most
25.
of
the
One
Panama, May
lar, 50xlM lot, 902 Fourth Btreet
bothersome pieces of work on the
Open for inspection. Phone Saul Ro
canal has just been completed. For
senthal, 726 Seventh street.
over four months work has been in
progress on the dike known as Cano FOR
RENT Two light housekeeping
Saddle which was built to prevent Ga-tu-n
rooms.
Inquire 414 Seventh street
lake from running into the Atlanis
about
ocean.
located
The dike
tic
FOR RENT 'Suite of rooms In mod
25 miles north of Gatun and can only
ern borne, also single room; cannot
be reached by boats on Gatun lake.
to consumptives. 1034 Eighth
rent
At that point the surface of the lake
street
Phone Main 608.
reached to within a few feet of a low
narrow ridge through which the waFOR RENT Furnished room; strict
ters might have worked their way and
best location on
ly first
thus washed a passage into the Atlan- ' Seventh class;
street; no health seekers.
tic.
Apply T, Optic
To prevent this the dike, or Baddle,
30 feet high and about 1,200 feet long,
was constructed.
During the course
of the work about 4,000 men were
employed, this great number being neLOST Wallet with name C. J. Dean
cessary because of the prevalence of
Return to W. M. Shillinglaw.
was
malaria. It
the breeding place for
hordes of mosquitoes and every man
taken into the place was almost instantly affected. It is said that every
white man who worked on the Job FOUND Bracelet Owner may have
same by calling at Bacharach'o and
was brought out of the district on a
stretcher and unconscious. In epite
paying for adv.
of thlis, however, not a death occurHUNKER A HUNKER
red, every one of the laborers having
recovered their health on being George A. Hunaer. Chester A. Hukn
'
Attorneye-at-Labrought back to the canal zone.
Las Vegaa,
New MexleChristiana, May 25. The question of
Norwegian emigration to Canada has
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
been brought Into prominence by the
Osteopathic Physician
trial of a libel suit against the editors j
Office Crockett Building
of the 'Aftenpost brought by the agent Office Hours 9 to 12 a. mv 1 to 5
p. in.
ot the Canadian Pacific railway. The
Residence Phone Main 334
plaintiff In the suit was David Jacob-sen- ,
who was until recently the Nor
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
wegian consul at Montreal. He re
'
Dentist
turned to Norway recently to take
Dental
work
of any description at
charge of the railway's immigration
moderate prices
agency here.
While in Canada Mr. Jacobsen sent Room 1, Center Block. Office Fhont
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
reports to his governent denouncing
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
the alluring promises held out by the
Canadian authorities for attracting
emigrants. He represented that the Profeaional Health Culture for Ladlet
MRS. OLLIE 8HEARER
railways gave the most difficult work
to Norwegian laborers, that these were General Massage, Hair and 8calp
Treatment Facial Massage, Man!-- ,
Inadequately paid and not well pro
triP tome Mr.
tected legally On
cure, Chiropody.
'
Steam Laundry Building
Jacobsen gave lectures In which he
Phone Vegaa 128
expressed the same views.
The libel suit was based on an ar Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
ticle which criticised the former con
MONUMENT CO
sul, comparing his work as agent to
Albuquerque, N. M.
promote emigration to Canada to his
215 E. Central
consular "utterance upon the subject.
(3 Tears Practical Experience, '
The verdict was in favor of the
E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS

7 20

J

2:25 a. m
1:35 p. ra
West Bound

1....
8....
7....
$....

1:10
6:35
4:20
8:35

JONES-BOWER-

S

There were but two sympathy srikes

Subscribe for The Optic

in Canada last year.

2:30 a. aw
2:0a a. a

Depart

p. m
a. m

ra
a. m

1:36
6:49
4:38
7:08

p. m
p. m

p.

p. aV
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This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use

Meets second and
fourth
Thursday
evening eacb
month at W. 0."W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard
Davta, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary.

I

I

5

L. O. O. MOOSE

It " giving you
a present for do-

II

ing something
you 'd do
ny
way when you
Ieam how Much

In

BeltcrEMPKESS

FLOUR natty

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
CKNUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

s

1

Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Vlsltlni
Montague, Local Deputy.
members are especially weleooe and
cordially Invited.

x

SILVER

PLAT- E-

BEAUTIFUL
(STERLING) FINISH

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
ourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, P. 8.

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

day of the month In the vestry roomi
uf Temple Monteflore at $ o'clock P
m. Visiting brothera are cordially In
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charlat
Qreenclay, Secretary.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly

EMPRESS
FLOUR

1

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 641
I. O. ot B. B. Meets
every first Tuea

EMPRESS
can be oiv

'

tained in thi city from

I

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 Iba, or More, Each Del very
Each Delivery
1,000 lbs, to 2,000
200 Iba, to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs, to 20S lbs., Each Delivery
Leaa than 5 lbs. Each Delivery

....Ma per IN
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laa.

torera, sad Distributor ef Hatmral lea, tie Parttj
Harvesters,
LaatlBs Qualities f WUefc Hve Made Las Vecas ramaaa.
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE
.
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AGUA PURA COMPANY
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Are Best

Market Finders
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No.
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For Rent

Fount

7:45 p.
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Wanted

Lost

Depart
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LOCAL TiME

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- vocation first Monday in
aach month at Masonic
Temple at 7:80 p. m. p. No.
a. Brtnegar, H. P.; r. O. No.
No.
Blood, Secretary.
No.
I. O. 0. F. LAS VEGA8
LODGE NO

OPTIC

AND CAFF

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

COLUMN

Paris, May 25. Curious confirma
tion ot the belief that men can be killed and wounded by the wind of pass RATES
ing projectiles was given in a paper

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
TOT BEST GOODS OBTAIvBLW ALWAYS HANDLES "

MOVING SHELLS
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subscribe for the Optic NOW IS THE TIHE TO TAKE
THE PLUNGE
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with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in price. The
of 65c
rate
for
at
the
would
it
as
same
the
monthly
you
pay
cost
will
exactly
you
Optic
and you get the electric Iron
.

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SIX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. AH the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
and
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons
IRONS
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR
YOU ARE COOL while

ARE COOL.

The Optic for
lotbor
saving-convenien-

ce

a whole yeer and this
is only

US

Mail it or give it to the Carrier

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.
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The Browne
.fTTO.ANO
also three reel

The Detective's Sister
Kalem

of motion

With the Burglar's Help
Biograph Comedy

STEARNS' STORE

LOCAL NEWS
Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

'

lamps

at,

7:33

Silver Bags for commencement
gifts at Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.

Pure Moca & Javi 45c peril),
Yoban Coffee - - 45c per lb.
Shilling's best - - 40c per lb.

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the. Opera Bar. Adv.

Tea

.

'

i?

Mr.

I ASK YOUR GROCER
Not "Heavier

Than Air
but lighter we the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a eack of It and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth,
more as no other Is fully
equal to It Order a sack

26e Las Vegas Roller Mills
Jefferson Reynolds, President.
& B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hsilot RaynoJds, Cashier.
E. D. Raynokhv Vice

President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

CJ lial, 5100,000;;Snrpns and Undivided Profits, $23,000

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

interest Paid en Time D eposit &

A;'

.

Stlrrat

and two

daughters? sadfMrsv Stirrat's mother,
Mrs. Maryx A3 AJfen,'1 formerly of this
city but now 'of &hiarfllb, Tex., have
been spending'ewinter in Miami,
Fla., antfjbave ust'; returned to their
home.

;It is the highest grade of short
ening that can be produced

Prendent Coffee

;

;

iv"i'r--

of Liggett's Candy
Send
to the
with your congratulations
Sweet Girl ' Gradilate.J-Ad- v.

40c

per lb.

Lipton's, Shillings Best

Parisian Ivory Novelties for com
mencement gifts at Mtfhphey's Drug
Store. Adv.

Initial correspondence'1
cards (or
commencement gifts' at Murphey's
Drug Store. Adx:

WHAT'iS IT?

J

I COFFEES TEA I

Boots and shoes made to order.
cripples fitted perfectly.; Repairing.
I have
my slop at 521
Sixth street and invite all my old
customers as well as new to call. Joe
Martin. Adv- .-

mm

ndTelleys.
THE BEST
IN THE MARKET
IN ALL CLASSES

,.'

-- i
'
You will want iced coffee
or tea soon. Buy now and
have it when you
it.
i

lis

noma of tee Cos! of Everything EatoMe

PRATT'S POULTRY FOOD
Egg Producer

j

THE GRAAF gr HAYVARD CO. STORE

The local baseball team was defeat
ed yesterday afternoon at Santa Fe
by the unbeaten White Sox of the An
cient City by the score of 12 to 8 in a
d
fast; but at times
game. The
Santa Fla team won when It pounded
in seven runs In the seventh inning,
the contest up to that time being fair
'
ly even.
'
The big start for the local team
came in the fifth inning when Davy
stepped to the plato and hammered a
home run into the left field. The other play ere joined in and at the end of
this inning, five runs bad been scored
Jim Lopez of Santa Fe undoubtedly
won the game for the Ancient City by
holding the local players down when
they got him in tight places, though
they copped nine hits off the big
' '
Santa Fe pitcher.
The Jineup pf the. local team was as
follows: Ettinger, c nd rf; Salazar,
p; Fraser, p and cf; Harris,, lb; Marshall, 2b; Davy, 2b and If; Angel 3b;
Montano, as; Lujan, If; Frank, cf;
Nieto, rf and c.
,
- 7
R H E
The score:
v
-

This Week's List of Second Hand Cars
1913 Model

Santa; Fe.

$300

1912 Model Buick, 30

Marion
VIele 30

$goo

.

40

.

-

$500

.

$400

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
FORMERLY

V

'

'

:

FCnD SALES COMPANY

LAS VEGAS

7,9

,

) IS

..SAILORS ON A STRIKE

-
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Our Bargain Basement?
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17-1- 8

Lin-ber-

It is

Next Sunday

17

f

oribe tor
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second-harfr-
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When in need of anything for the home on which
you
wish to economize, step into our bargain . basement first.

J. C. Johnsen & Son
Household Goods Bought, Sold and Exchanged

automobiles from

Wagon Mound will make a trip to this

city and in the afternoon a baseball
game will be played between the married men of this city and those of
Wagon Mound. The game undoubtedly will be one of interest as several
of the prominent business men who
are retired players will shake the dust
from their ball suits and get into the
garnet Plans are now being made to
show the Wagon Mounders a jolly
time during their stay.,
Captain Luis Armijo of Company H
announced today that the company
would be given instructions tomorrow
night at the regular drill regarding
the parade by the organization on
Decoration Day. He requests every
member of the company to attend the
drill. Foreman Ludwig William Ilfeld
of the B. Romero Hose and Fire company has ordered all members of the
organization to meet at the station
house at 2 o'clock Saturday afternoon
to go in a body to the cemeteries to
decorate the graves of the departed
members. The firemen have been ordered also to meet at the T. M, C. A.
at 2 o'clock Sunday afternoon for the
purpose of escorting the' members of
the G. A. R. to the 'Duncan opera
house, where Memorial Sunday serv-lve- s
,wyi be held.

TIRES AHD TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Mlchelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needNon-Ski- n

ed for

the auto.
ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED

FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

"
'.'
!tjr
ADVERTISED
LETTER LIST
(Letters, remaining uncalled for, for
week; ending May 23, 1914:
Ir. Harry R. Brown: Helen Coy:
V.'A. Chisholin; Mr. Roy Day; Mrs.
Erlcson; Mrs. Mariana Hunder; Mrs.
Saly Hume; 'Mrs. Elizabeth JuMus;
sad accident Saturday af- Mr.' JA .H. Jones; Mr. Loubenhelmer;

It is understood that the' members
Since the
of the. Elks'.' lodgewiir turn out "in ternoon when Norman Cunningham
large numbers Decoration Day and was drowned in the Pecos arroyo.
visit the cemetery In a body to decor east of this city, a number of jarents
ate the graves of their departed mem have warned their sons to refrain
lrs. A movement is now on foot to from visiting Ibis nlace. It Is reported
6x$t all business houses Saturday af- that ,ihe particular. ulafC1 'yhere the
ternoon to allow the proper observtpeach- jdrowiiing pocuijed, Satur-dayiance of the day. The movement. It Is civua,, uua o me presence or qiucK-san"
r
understood. Is' to close the business
The entire Pecos aTroyo is dan
in
bouses ,ia the, afternpmfr'to reopen
ana out timers eay mat over
gerous,
15 drownings have, occurred in ihia
the evening.'. c
stream. They adviaet all bovs .to keep
3
body of yjorman Cnnning-bifc- i
Jjtn
the 1 Jyear ""old boy who was
drowned Saturday afternoon in the ArHANKS
CARD OF
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Cunningham wish
royo Peoos sat of this city, was sent
to St Louis, Mo., last night, accom- publicly to thank their friends: 'Md.
panied by Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Cun- neighbors who so kindly assisted then
ningham, hU parents. Burial will oc- in their reecnt bereavement the deatn
cur in fit' Louis. this wek. This of their son, Norman.
cae ) one of the saddest that has
be-known fh this city for some
PIANO TUNING
time, A Ism? number of both young
I shall be In Las Vegas about June
and e!4s-- r vn&m visited the train last 15. Best city references. Two tun
Bfjfjht I b'i tie heart broken parents ning the year for
$5, Notice given on
arrival. Otto K. Eichmaa.

our

-

department and a marvelous
place lo saVe money.i The largest stock of slihtly '
household goods in the southwest.

Two cars of discharged soldiers will
pass through La Vegas this evening
on Train No: 2, enroute, from E Paso
to points irf'"the east

.

i

-

r;UUUC7C?0'

$8$o

.75

12

Las Vegas

want

H, YORK-

$900

.

Hupmobile
1914 Model Ford

YOW York, May 25. Stewards
seamen on the steamship Vaterland
are threatening to strike unless their
wages are materially increased. If a
GROCER & BAKER
settloment Is not fleacliea before ' 10
'
,,e
o'clock tomorrowwfle'h Ihe big vessel
is duo to sail for Hamburg, she may
be delayed at her Hoboken pier until
Initial box paper for commence- new stewards and firemen are found-Iment gifts at Murpbey's Drug Store.
the ship's crew are 430 stewards
Adv.
and 600 firemen;OThe stewards receive
fnm 12 to $M.20 a month and deThe Modern Woodmen of America mand an increase to $19.29. The firewill meet tonight' at S o'clock in the men pet $39.92 and want $26.40.
W. O. W. hall-"oSixth street. It Is
desired that all' members be present,
Books for commencement gifts at
as important business is to be. taken
Murphey's Drug Store. Abv.

J.

Hupmobile

1913 Model

,

Harry Wenger has' resigned his
with 'the E.'G. 'Murphey drug
store and will leave with his family
tomorrow for Canton, O., where he
will remain. Mr. Wenger may return up.
to this city next fall.
F. F. Zummach, carpenter and
Phone Main 362. Adv.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
Members of Company JJ soon will
you, At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
begin outdoor target practice,
the
The following civil service examina- season for which Btarted May 20. For
tions will be held In this city on the the first time in the history of the
dates mentioned: July 17 Immigrant New Mexico Guard, prizes are offerInspector (male) salary $1 ,380. July ed in cash for the various events.
Aid, coast and geodetic survey
(male) salary $900.
July 8 ChemLiggett's Chocolates for the Sweet
ist's aid, salary $720 to $1,200. For Girl Graduate at Murphey's Drug
g
Store. Adv.
all other information see Oscar
a the postofflce.
The Las Vegas Motor Car company
Don't fall to see Series 12 of "Our has Installed a special form of gasoMutual Girl" Sunday. Mutual thea- line provider for automobiles which
ter. Advk
avoids the necessity of driving a car
into the garage. This pump has been
The Knights of Columous will hold installed in front of the garage on
a special meeting tonight at the home Douglas avenue.
of Grand Knight Richard Devlne, 812
National avenue. The meeting is for
C. R. C. Reinderp, formerly of the
the purpose of makitt" preparations for Gila national forest, has taken charge
tfie big initiation next Sunday, at of the Sobadilla district of the Pecos
which. O. N. Marron of Albuquerque, national forest and will maintain
past state deputy, will officiate. The headquarters at the Galllnas planting
station instead of at Mineral Hill,
meeting will begin at 8 o'clock.
where the headquarters formerly were
Fancy writing paper for commence located. Mr. Reinderp relieves C. V.
ment gifts at 'Murphey's Drug Store. Shearer, who has been assigned to
'
'': -- ; ' '
Adv.
the land classification work with
headquarters at Santa Fe.
Las Vegas lodge Not 408, B. P. O.
A new pool table has been installed
Elks, will hold its regular meeting tomorrow night at 8 o'clock at the club in the stagpji housttvof the E. Rohousa - The meeting ; ,J will begin mero Hose and Fire company. Hot
promptly at 8 o'docK Jn order that the and cold Water appliances and a bath
Elks may attend the 'Normal play and also have been installed. The - comother events rfith- - evening. All of- pany is making its quarters more atficers and members are requested to tractive constantly,1 for- the pleasure
be present promptly at 8 o'clock.
and benefit of the members. The firemen purchased the new equipment
J
A fancy txx of Liggett' s chocolates wltffput using the funds of the organi- will be appreciated ' byr Sweet
inach member putting up' a por- r - '
Graduates.Adv.
tion.
r:

SEE US
Real Bargains aJi the Time

(

d.

At

IF YOU WANT AN AUTOMOBILE

SANTA FE TEAM IS TOO GOOD
FOR THE MEADOW CITY
AGGREGATION

lop-side-

Extra Fancy Ntvvels end Sweels. By the
Box $4.00, Half Box $2.15

LET US HAVE
YOUR ORDER.

LOSE

TO THE WHITE SOX

VON

ORANGES

GRAPE FRUIT.

BOYS

The Vegas Theatre

A'.tt'Tango Dancers

ANOTHER. CAR OF

AND

LAS VEGAS

TONIGHT

DUY THEM DY THE BOX

BLOOD ORANGES

MONDAY, MAY 25, 1914.

TrT

.

Alfredo Lucero; Miss Curda,, Matthews; Mrs. L. Rose; Miss Moras Ris;
Mrs, Stowens;. Mrs. Irene - Thomas;
Sr, Antonio . Urtado; , Mr, Refugio Vi.

sit'

v --

''V:

When calling for. the above letters
please ask for "Advertised Letters."
,t ' F..O. BLOQA: Postmaster.' .
--

,

urday" mornings returning following
!
charge, including passage
hoth, ways $10. Special rates for
Address East Las Vegas,
BojtjB. Leave orders at Murphey's
or Plaza hotel. Adv.

Fray ;

long-ertim- e.

TAX NOTICE
On the first day 'of May,

Jtie second

half of the 1913 taxes win .become
due. All taxes not paid before June
1 win be subject to a
penalty.
!

'

iS WADE

mounSat-

rebort' Carriage out every

tain!

1

CinYSTAL BlITTEO

IS

"season of this famous

ij34t$t

' '4

-w

HARVEY'S

!

Gooinn

'i.fj.v OPEN

'I 'Z y

j

You would 03 Interested

,

.

"

EUGENIO

ROMERO,

County Treasurer.

1

1

Come Down and Visit with
us and let's get acquainted.

Visitors
Always Welcome.
'
'

'

Crystal

.'V

Greamerr

.

i

Go,

